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Jim Caruso Joins EIS Group as EVP of World Wide Services
Subtitle
San Francisco, CA and Auckland, New Zealand – December xx, 2014 – EIS Group is pleased to
announce the addition of Jim Caruso to the EIS Group family. Caruso will be EVP of World Wide
Services, focused on Customer Success by establishing world-class implementation practices.
Caruso joins EIS Group from Pega where he was responsible for North America Insurance and
Healthcare Professional Services and Global Technical Education. Prior to Pega, Jim directed and
managed a succession of high growth businesses focused on a range of professional services including
global software delivery, information engineering, management consulting, network management
outsourcing, and business process automation.
“EIS Group is a wonderful opportunity to apply my decades of knowledge to a vital and expanding
multi-national,“ said Carsuo. “I look forward to adding my extensive industry expertise to the EIS
global delivery practice and bringing additional success to our efforts.”
Caruso will build upon the DeltaBase methodology, experienced EIS Integration Partners, and the EIS
track record of customer success. His primary task will to be to create a scalable and efficient
delivery system designed to deliver fast and high-quality Insurance applications to the world's
premier enterprises.
“We are pleased to be able to work with Jim,” said Alec Miloslavsky, CEO and executive chairman for
EIS Group. “He brings with him more than 30 years’ experience in the industry and has been an
outstanding success wherever he has gone. Jim will be responsible for the financial, operational, and
talent management performance to insure that the EIS World Wide Services team is a strong
contributor to the overall success and growth of the EIS Group."
For more information about this implementation, EIS Group or EIS Suite, please contact Kevin
Haydon, marketing and communications manager for EIS Group, at +1.845.797.2976 or
khaydon@eisgroup.com, or visit the company website at www.eisgroup.com.
###
About EIS Group
EIS Group (formerly Exigen Insurance Solutions) provides core insurance systems that enable business innovation and deliver long-term
value to customers around the globe. Insurers deploy our multi-line software platform—the EIS Suite™—to achieve rapid, scalable
solution implementations. The EIS Suite, comprised of PolicyCore™, BillingCore™, ClaimCore™ and CustomerCore™ modules, offers the
industry’s most complete end-to-end capabilities, including rating, underwriting, policy administration, claims, billing, distribution
management and CRM. EIS Group is headquartered in San Francisco, with operations in North America, Latin America, Europe, and Asia
Pacific. Visit www.eisgroup.com for more information.

